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Abstract: 
A prelimillary estimatioi:i of the consequences of introducing 

wind energy and biomass energy to the energy sector is conside -

red in order to evaluate the scale of the problem. The selected 

technologies are intehded to be applied in the scenario evalua

tions of energy sector expansion by use of a eo.ąiputer sy:stem far 

estimating the consequences of introducing the. technology. 

i nnovation to the ecanomy. 
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1. Introduction 

In paper: Ciechanowicz, Łabuda /19f:fl/, selected future 

economic situations of the Polish. economy have been considered 

assuming that sui table action had been ·undertaken in ·ordwr to 

• This research was supported by Project CPBP 02.15 
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weaken the hypothetic energy deficit. One . of the remarks of this 

paper was the following: "in the case o:f significant nuclear fu

el price increase as well as riuclear re~ctor technology cost pi-
. . 

crease the substancial expansion of nuclear power plants cannot 

be a solution of decreasing the expected fu.el deficit. To decrea

se in the future expected fu.el import the potential candidates 

could turn out among others to ~e wind energy and biomass ener

gy". 

The aim of this paper is the preliminary consequence estima

tion of introducing wind energy and biomass energy to- the energy 

sector in order to evaluate the scale of the problem. The tech

nologies are viewed both separately as well as in suitable hybrid 

systems. The aim is also the preliminary selection of · adequate 

technologies :from the admissible set of technologies. The selec

ted tecbnologies are intended to be applied in the scenario 

eval.uations o:f energy sector expansion by use -O:f a computer sys-

. tem for the consequence estimation o:f introducing the technology 

innovation to the economy. 

To estimate the econom.ic consequences we eval.uate: 1. total 

utilization cost, 2. :financial ex:penditure return functional 

and 3. coefficient of financial expenditure return. 

Total utilization cost, TUC, .is determined as the sum of: 

- specific investment cost, SIC, 

- annual fixed operating . co st, AFOC, 

- variable operating cost, VOC, 

- unit fuel cost, FC, equal to 1/~ • c, where ~ -efficiency, 

c - fuel price, 

- social costs denoted by se. 
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The. return functional of iinancial expensiture is used as 

a selection measure of the technology competition between two 

cbosen competing technologies and iS· of the form: 

R(T) 

T 

= Jg(t ) 
o 

T • 
r 
I 

dt + . J g (t) dt 
✓ 

T1 

wtere g(t} is the return gain defined as 

g{t) =llSIC(t ) + AAFOC(t)+óVOC(t j +6.FC {t ) +l\SC (t ) 

and /1 - the difference o.f sui table costs for t,,.,o competing . 

technologi es. 

It is ass1.l!lled that the technology capacities will be 

ir.stalled or.ly wi thin time interval r D, T1 j . 

We define the coefficient .of financial expendi ture return 

as the ratio of the return i'unctional, to be considerec. as the 

to-tal reference gain within ' time interval ., [ O,T], to the ~cital 

inve-stment expendi. tures to be provicled wi thin time interval 

[o,T1}, namely 

CR ( T ) = __ :l._l_'!'_· ... I -
T1 

i dt 

where index i involves the considered technology to be installed. 

In all calculations of the coefficient of financial expendi

:ture return we assume that the technology capacities will be 

installed within the first 20 years of the considered overall 

time interval equal to 40 years~ A ten year investment cycle is 

assumed. ·CR(TJ willbe. determined onlyin the time ·interval 

[20, 40 years] • 
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We wili make the assumptions that: 

- for wind energy cónversion system, w!X:S, the capa ci ty .factor ·. 

is assumed to be equal ·'"to; 

onshore wind .conditions ·..; qFw = 0.25 and .· CFw = 0„33, : 

o.ffshore wind conditions - CFw = 1.6 x 0.33 · an~ CFw .=2 x0.33, : 

- SIC and AFOC .for WECS offs~ore condi tions 'Will. consti tute 

addi tionally 6$ of :tmeS onshore condi tions Hardel,l~ Werner· · 

/1981/, 

In our considerati.ons ·mainly plantatfons ·of woc;,d; as 

.a biÓmass, are _assumed to be utilized and short rotatbn · 

intensive culture /SRI.C/ of forestry to produce 'WOOd energy · 

.feedstocks is ~ssumed to be applied Perlak, W~rren -/19fn/. 

SR:IC is a siivicultural system that utilizes fast-growin.g wood 

t rees, rotations or cutting cycles of 3-10 yr. densely spaced 

trees, weed control, fertilization and other agronomie i.nputs. 
-

The economic and technical data given mainly in Perlak 

i warren /1J87/, Julich /198'2/, Avery i in. /1985/, Morgan i in. 

/1 973/, wegian WTS-3 : Julich /1982/. The base coal price is 

equal to c(t)= c~(1+b •tJ, where c0 =2.32 $/GJ and coal ~fi~e 

increase b= 4% per year. The base cost of SRIC wood feedstock 

is assumed to be 2 ł/GJ accordińg to Perlak, Warren /1987/. 

2. Considered technology set 

The economical aspects are investigated for single tecnno

logies sucb as: · 

- wind energy form localized onshore and o.ffshore competing 'ilith 

coal fired power plant, 
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- medium CV wood gasificati.on ~echnology competing with medium 

c, coal gasif'ication technology, 

- wood to ethanol bioconversion technology competing with coal 

to methanol chemical conversion technology, 

- anaerobie d..igestion technology of wood competing wi th medium 

CV wood gasif'ication technology. 

The hybrid systems, in which wind or biomass energy par-, 

ticipates, are the subject of investigations like: 

- hybrid system: photovoltaic power system - wind energy -

battery storage competing with coal fired power plant, 

- ammonia production hybrid system: wind energy -farm - hydrogen 

storage- ammonia synthesis competing with the ammonia market 

price, 

- methanol production hybrid system: wind energy farm - gasifi

_cation of biomass - hyd.rogen storage - metbanol synthesi~ 

competing ritb the methanol production technology based upon 

wood gasification and mvthanol synthesis. 

The integration of PV :pover system, 'lfECS and battery sto

rage will enable the supply of electricity for residential use 

in remote and rural areas as well as in coastline area~ where 

the proper wind con.di tions exist. We asSUllle that: 

- capacity !actor for PV po'lnfT system is equal to CFpy= 0.1ó 

as an average value of CF= 0.12 for Norwegian weather con

d..itions and CF= 0.2 !o_r Italian conditions, 

- for 6 hours of battery storag·e CFB = 0.25 x CFPV' 

- according to Ju1ich /1982/ specific investment cost of PV 

power pl.ant will. decrease from the value of 841 f,~kW for 
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2000 y to 682 $/kW !01; 2020 Y• 

The ammoriia production hybrid system can possess great 

potential in the future in order to substitute: 

- natural gas as a source of bydrogen f-or ammonia manufacture:, · 
. I 

- in some extent .fossil fuel !or vehicle or industrial uses. 

The .featur~ of this system is the possibility of wind energy 

storage throughout the water electrolysis ··process to' produce 

hydrogen and then to prod.uce ammonia to store hyd.rogern.Ammonia 

is the only common noncarbon fuel that can be conventionally sto 
e 

red as a liquid at· room temperature. The wind energy &rm. is 

thought to be licalized offshore because the water elęctrolysis 

process requires large amounts o! Yater. -Therełore the water 

desalination process is included in the set of hybrid system 

technol.ogies. Simultaneously the ·of.fshore local.ization of a 

WECS farm will. enable more energy to be produced using the same 

number o! WF.CS units in comparision with the onshore localiza

tion since the offshore wind speed is usually greater than 

onshore wind speed. 

3. Preliminary consequence -.estimation 

From the considered technology set we distinguish the 

following technologies . whicb could be applied in order to 

decrease the ex:pected energy deficit in the future,namely: 

- Wind energy farm, 

- mediwn CV wood ·gasification, 

- hybrid system: photovoltaic power system - wind energy farm -
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battery storage, 

- ammonia production hybrid system: wind energy farm localized 

offshore - \·a.ter el.ectrolysi_s - -nydrogen l.iquefraction and 

storage - ammonia synthesis. . ... 
The first priority wou.ld be given to the technologies: 

- ammonia production hybrid system, 

- medium CV wood gasificailon, .. 
- wood to ethanol bioconversion. 

On the basis of the data given in Jul-:i.ch /1982/, Avery i in. 

/1985/, the estimated cost of ammonia produced by a hybrid ·system 

utilizing wind energy is equal to 370 $/'tmi by assuming that the 
. 3 

capacity factor for hydrogen storage CFR = 0.322 and CFw=1.6X0.33 • . 
If the real price of oiJ. increases at 1 to 2% per year, natural 

gas c~st $ 0.19 - 0.22 m3 in 1990 and the ammonia market price 

1,i0uld reacb 275-300 $/t/ i 1~83/. At this value, the estimated 

cost of ammonia, when wind energy is utilized, would be suffi

ciently attractive a!ter the year 2000 to warrant significant 

interest in the development of the considered hybrid system. For 

a time horizon of 40 years the coefficient of financial expendi-' 

ture . return, CR, reaches values of o.633 and 2~86 for constant 

and fncreasing ammqnia market prices,respectively. That means 

that one$ of financial. expenditure to be paid for investment in 

the energy sector would bring a gain of the order from 0.633 to 

·2.86 $ depending upon the ammonia market price increase if we 

invest it into the ammonia production hybrid system. 

For the medium CV wood gasification technology for the time 

horizon o,f 40 years ,the coefficient CR can range from the value 
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of 2.55 , for constant coal price and when social costs are not 

included, to the value of 14.6 for coal prices increasing at 

4% per year and when social costs are ;included. 

Ethano1. :1:rom wood, by use of bioconversion technology, can 

be produced by plants sma.ller than those required for . economic 

production of ~ethanol 1:rom coal. Therefore, it is capable of 

being implemented comaratively rapi.dly and avoids :the lead ti

mes and investment probl.ems associated with large scale synthe

tic fuel plants. For the 40 year tiJlle horizon. the coefficient 

CR for wood to etbanol bioconversion reaches values of 1.16 and 

10.57 for--constant and increasing coal price, respectively wen 

it competes with coal to methenol chemical conversion. Also the 
.,j-• · 

production o& etbanol f'rom municLpal solid wastes seems to be 

attractive. 

The preliminary consequence estimation of introducing the 

above mentioned technologies to the energy sector leads to the 

. conclusion that there could be: 

- the possibility of substitution of natural gas at the amount 

of 2.18 109 m3 / to be / equivalent to 2.9 106 tons of coal/ 

'if 2 106 tons of ammonia production per year is predicted by 

utilizatbn of' wind energy, 

- the possibility of bbmass utilizatlon equivalent to 18-25•106 

tons of' coal equivaJ.ent per year to produce medium CV gas or 

ethanol. 

The second priority w:>uld be given to the PV sol.ar -wind 

energy hybrid system. 

The total utilization costs /TUC/ for a PV sol.ar -wind 
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energy hybrid system and coal fired power plant have been evalu

ated by an additional assumption that: 

- the capaci ty factor for a ?V power ·systęm is equal to CFpy=0.16 

as an average of CF= 0.12 for Nbrwegian weather conditions and 

CF= 0.2 for Ital.ian weather conditions, 

- for 6 hours battery storage CFB =0.25 x C:pv• 

The resul.ts are the following: 

1 • for a coal :fired power pl.ant: 

TUC = 12.6 $/GJe for CC= 2.32 $/GJ, 

TUC c 19.4 $/GJe 1or cc = 2 x 2.32 $/GJ, 

2. :for a PV sol.ar - wind energy bybrid system: 

- onshore wind conditions CFw = 0.33 _ 

TUC = 14.9 $/GJe for year 2000, 

TUC = 13.9 $/GJe :for year 2020, 

- offshore wind conditions CFW = 1.6 x 0..33 

TUC = 10.4 '/,/GJe for yesr 2000, 

TUC = 9.7 i/GJe :for year 2020~ 

For the time horizon 40 years, coefficient CR reaches values in 

the range of o.465 - 1 .• 244 for constańt .ooal price and in the 

range of 2.15 - 3.4 for increasing coal price /at a rate 4% per 

year/ for the considered values of WF.X;S capacity factors. More

over , the considered hybrid system could substi tute 

.from 1.42°106 to~s of coal for onshore wind conditions 

with CFW = 0.25 

to 2.58 106 tons of coal for o:ffshore ·wind conditions . 

with CFW a 2 x 0.33 
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per 1 OOO MW of instal.led power of a coal i'ired power plant. 

Wind energy ~echnology being no more complec than automo

biles to produce , as wel.l as wood gasificati. on tecbnologies can 

be manufactured by Polish industry. This is the first economic 

consequence of applying wind energy or biomass conversbn tech~ 

nologies. Tl:lis would make it possible to decrease the import of 

energy device tecr.nologięs wha_t would be required ii' only nuclear 
- . energy is intended to be utilized. to decrease the expected ene!'gy 

deficit. 

The second economic consequence wcu.Id be the possibility of 

decreasing nuclear fuel import i! to some extent, wind energy _and 

biomass resource nuclear energy in the future. 

Thethird economic consequence results from the fact that 

most of the suggested wind energy and biomass ·technologies are 

characterized by the !act that the financial investments in then 

.would be returned relatevely fast and would bring relatevely high 

profit in comparision with the considered competitors of the 

investigated technologies. 

The fourth economic consequence has the environmental pro

tection aspect. In contrast to conventional methods of power 

generation, wind- energy conversion is highly favorable from the 

environmental standpoint, posing no major societal risks. 
I ;1. ,.~ 

One particuJ.ar advantage is that no water is required a.~d no 

air or thermal. pollutjo n is produced. The only disadvanta.ge is the 

fact the wind energy resource availability is constrained. 

The carbon to hydrogen ratio is smaller for biomasa than for 

coal. Hence, in the case of biomass chemiacl conversion, less 

hygrogen will be required and simu1taneously less co2 will be 
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produced throughout the water ·shift reaction. Moreover, biomass 

plantati. ons wille con tribute to decreasing the co2 concentration 

in the atmosphere. 
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